project introduction

DESIGN PROJECT TITLE
"MAMA (AFRICA) MUSIC CENTRE"
CLIENT: PUBLIC -PRIVATE- PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN:
THE TAMARIND GROUP
MACHAKOS COUNTY GOVERNMENT
. MINISTRY OF SPORTS, CULTURE AND THE ARTS, KENYA
SITE LOCATION
URBAN Machakos
A new city for Machakos was recently proposed, with a great emphasis on Sports and entertainment, along with tourism. The plan has provided for a
fully-fledged sports city and an entertainment, tourism and conferencing belt.
The city, when complete, is expected to be a host to modern shopping malls, stadiums that can play host to international games, a formula 1 race track,
attractive hotels and lodges, a manmade lake (currently Maruba Dam), highrise and low rise commercial office buildings, high quality homes and an
international airport. Local and international investors have already shown interest in Machakos County.
It is from the entertainment, tourism and conferencing belt that I derive my site, to create an arena for entertainment, with facilities such as performing
arts venues and nightlife and eatery facilities. This is set to be a great tourist destination, not only within its region but for the whole of Nairobi
Metropolitans as well.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
despite the increasingly growing dominance of african music in the world, musicians and recording artists in kenya are still greatly challenged,
especially in facilitation. some of the major challengges faced especially by the upcoming artists are:
lack of rehearsal spaces
inaccessibility and unaffordability of recording facilities
inadequate exposutre and learning environments
lack of platforms to showcase and promote their talent.
lack of common meeting places for sharing and networking.
inadequate equipment and instrumentation for music composition.
the community at large also has limited options for entertainment especially with regard to music as an art to watch and listen to. Machakos, despite
being so entertainment-oriented, and being one of the fastest growing economies with a very visionary leader (Dr. Alfred Mutua), is still lagging behind in
terms of development, architecturally, technology or otherwise. It goes without saying that entertainment facilities are pretty much inadequate in the
current town, and during major events recently frequenting the town, such as the rugby sevens, all facilities are strained, from hotels to lodgings,
nightclubs and concert venues. This is definitely the reason the new master plan is highly entertainment-oriented, and such a facility as this is already
long overdue.
JUSTIFICATION
An urban entertainment centre is in order to design for Machakos, especially considering the new masterplan. It is an established fact that the party
community hosted by such facilities prefers locations that are distant and involving travelling. This explains the out-of-proportion turn ups enjoyed by
events such as Masaku Sevens and Nax-Vegas (Nakuru) Sevens. It is on this wave of excitement that I ride and discover that Machakos Town is always
strained in terms of entertainment facilities whenever such events happen there, which is once a year. It would be desirable, especially considering the
proposed Machakos master plan with Formula 1 race track considerations, to have a large centre for entertainment of such large crowds, offering a
wide range of variety and choice. This would even call people to visit the Town throughout the year. It would also call on tourists to visit the new city of
Machakos while at the same time giving the local community a platform for growth. The proposed project is a music centre, also, by default, to function
as a community centre and youth centre. this is owing to the fact that music is a culturally binding and bonding element.
with the new master plan, and with people having been evicted from the government land for investors to step in, a plugin such as this would play a vital
role in attracting not only investors but consumers of leisure and entertainment as well.
OBJECTIVES
This project aims:
To develop a facility that is in line with the requirements of the new city as well as those of music composition, rehearsal, recording and/or
performance.
To exploit local materials and manpower, and eventually to give stage to the Nairobi metropolitan artistry talent, especially music and performing arts
To expose the region to other worlds for a cultural interchange through design for tourism, international concerts and local/traditional/heritage
shows
CASE STUDIES and FORM ABSTRACTION
CASE 1: THE CARNIVORE GROUNDS
CASE 2 : TAIPEI PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
CASE 3 : SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE

LESSONS FROM CASE STUDIES
Conclusively, from my studies, the form should be
Highly expressionist
Highly abstractive
A megastructure (vast lobbies, large pillars, large facades)
The reason for this is that aesthetics are the key selling point of entertainment facilities, as is with the rest of the facilities developed by my client both in
Nairobi and along the Kenyan Coast.
As a result, a “FUNCTION-FOLLOWS-FORM” approach is applied, and sketching is onset, with the functions to be housed in mind in order to achieve a
desirable form that functions just as desirably. Below are the first stages of form abstraction. The slope of the site and the water body are all put into
consideration.
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